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SYNOPSIS OF RACETIME
A spectacular sled race is taking place in the village. Representing Franky and his team, Sophie is racing against 
the dark, pretentious newcomer Zac and his athletic cousin Charlie. The “super sled” designed by Franky falls 
apart right in the middle of the race. It’s a bitter loss, but Franky is convinced that he didn’t do anything wrong. 
With the help of his friends, he succeeds in proving that Zac cheated, so Franky demands a new race. Zac accepts, 
but on the condition that Franky build a new run in an impossibly short amount of time. When Franky and his 
friends get the job done, Zac realizes that he is facing a worthy opponent. While the two teams get ready for the 
big day, Zac has no qualms about cheating again to improve his chances. But Franky and his team have quite a 
surprise in store for him.

Once again the themes of friendship, winter, emotions, cheating, good and bad as well as animal well 
being are dealt with in this sequel. The film will be a great inspiration for a wide variety of discussions and 
educational activities with your students. 

The following Teacher’s Guide proposes various activities based on the themes mentioned above and 
proposes turn key activities for students in the early grades of elementary school. 

In order to enable students to establish relationships with the themes learned in class, we recommend 
that the entire group see the film beforehand. However, it is possible to use this material without having 
previously seen Racetime. Nevertheless, school outings to see movies can be easily organized; just contact 
the theatre closest to your school for more information. 

Each theme will propose an in-class discussion activity. Written work is suggested for older students, while 
pre-writing, writing or oral expression workshops are offered for younger students. All of the activities 
were designed with the key educational competencies that need to be acquired, in particular art, drama 
and social science courses.

Following the success of the 3D-animated remake of Snowtime! (La Guerre des tuques), your favourite characters 
are back, much to the delight of young and old! This time, a war is replaced by a spectacular sled race in the 
village, featuring the beloved characters from Snowtime! plus three newcomers: Zac and his cousin Charlie (who 
is a girl!) along with an irresistible puppy. This new adventure will once again take audiences on an emotional and 
humorous journey to the heart of childhood! 
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CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES 
The movie tells us a wonderful story about rivalry between groups of youngsters who do everything they can to 
win an important sled race in the village, with all that this implies: friendship, betrayal, rivalry and cheating. The 
following activities will:    
• Inspire students to become aware of others while drawing parallels with their own stories in order to 

structure their identities. 
• Make students aware about how friendships are developed, the differences between themselves and others, the 

emergence of conflicts and their resolution. 
• Help students get along with others.

Friends help each other! 
THEMES ABOUT FRIENDSHIP, CAMARADERIE, FRATERNITY, AND RIVALRY BETWEEN CHILDREN01 

DISCUSSION ACTIVITY 

Start a discussion with students about the theme of friendship and rivalry between friends. In order to get the 
students to participate in a group discussion, you can begin by having them answer the following questions.  
As well, by briefly talking about the film to the students (see the synopsis on page 2), you can find solutions to 
avoid the rivalry between the two clans. Here are a few questions to begin the discussion and give you some food 
for thought.

• How do we recognize that someone likes us? 

• How do we recognize that we like someone?  

• What is the difference between friendship and love? 

• Who was your first friend? (Your cousin? Your neighbour? A friend  
at daycare?) 

• What do you think rivalry is?  

• Does rivalry automatically cause conflict? How can you prevent it from 
becoming a conflict? To illustrate the concept, we suggest using the 
following example of a situation of friendly rivalry and conflictual rivalry.   

Example: Alexis and Antoine, two friends, are very good soccer players. They are both 
competing for their team’s best player award.   

• What is cheating? Is it a good way to get what you want?  

1
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES  

Younger Levels

USING WORD LABELS RELATED TO INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
(Subject: English)

Using word labels, ensure global recognition of certain words related to the movie Racetime. Here are some word 
label ideas: friend, enemy, cousin, rivalry, cheating, ego, friendship, solution. 

Then, ask them to explain the words mentioned above. Help the children use these words properly and thereby 
develop their vocabulary.

INTRODUCING A FRIEND
(Subject: Social Sciences)

Ask the children to randomly draw the name of a classmate. Then ask the students to state two reasons why they 
appreciate the person they picked.
Example: Jacob is a very good friend, because he plays with everyone at recreation time. He always smiles and 
is in a good mood. 
Lili is nice with the other classmates and respects them. She likes to help others. 

Older levels

INTRODUCING A FRIEND, ONE STEP FURTHER 
(see INTRODUCING A FRIEND above)
(Subject: English and Dramatic Art)

Along the same lines as the previous activity, ask students, after they draw a classmate’s name, to write two 
simple sentences describing the reasons why they like the person whose name they drew. Afterwards, ask them 
to present their work in front of the class.
Example: I picked Louane. Louane is my friend and I like to play dodge ball with her. We both laugh a lot. 

THE LIAR
(Subjects: Dramatic Art and Social Sciences) 

Related to the activities above, ask students to make a list of the personal qualities they mentioned during their 
presentations. After the list is complete, try to find antonyms for each quality, or in other words, character flaws. 
Review the concept of rivalry between peers and discuss the conflicts that can result from the list of character flaws.

In small groups of 2 or 3 students, create a skit by improvising a conflict or rivalry and how to solve it. Let the 
students suggest solutions to help them become aware of their surroundings and become interested in others.  
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Ask students to discuss something related to winter. Steer the discussion so that the students ask themselves 
about winter sports, clothes and the season’s characteristics. Here are a few questions to begin the discussion:

• Do you like winter? 

• Which activities can only be enjoyed during the winter? Versus the summer? Are there sports that can 
be done both summer and winter (e.g., in the summer cross-country skiing converts to roller skiing, or 
water-skiing; snowboarding versus skateboarding versus wakeboarding)?  

• Are there activities that you can do with animals in the winter ( e.g., dog sledding, feeding chickadees in 
the park, taking a sleigh ride)? 

• How long is the winter? Establish a correlation between “calendar winter” and reality. What are the first 
signs that winter is coming?  

• Why is it cold in the winter? 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

Younger levels
 
USING WORD LABELS RELATED TO WINTER  

Create word labels or words of the week with the answers received and the terms related to winter during the 
discussion activity: winter, cold, snow, sled, icicle, sledding, skates, frost, storm and slush.  
 

Oh boy! It’s slippery!
WINTER THEMES02 

CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES 
Franky and Zac are enemies in Racetime, and each one does everything they can to win the sled race. 
The youngsters make the most of winter and are very active. This activity section will enable students to:  

• Understand the world we live in and adapt to it. 
• Grasp the difference between natural phenomena and manufactured objects, as well as the relationship 

between humans and nature. 
• Offer explanations or solutions to scientific problems. 

DISCUSSION ACTIVITY 

1

2
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IS SNOW MADE OF WATER? 
(Subjects: Sciences and Technology – weather, English )

In a class discussion, explain the different forms of snow and ice and have the students think about what you 
have said: Are there different types of snow? What is snow made of? Where does snow come from? How is it 
formed? Is there only snow during winter, or are there other types of winter precipitation and/or phenomena? 

Suggest a pre-writing or writing activity using the following document. If it is a pre-writing activity, have students 
cut out the words already written and paste them under the appropriate image. You can also have students 
recopy the words already placed under the appropriate image.  

Frost

Snowstorm Ice

Packing snowPowder snow

Slush
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 Older levels 

SCIENCE ACTIVITY

Using a spray bottle filled with water, create frost in the class window from the outside. If Mother Nature lends 
you a hand with a very cold day, you will very rapidly see the frost accumulate and form beautiful lace on the 
glass. Then, have your students notice that each part of the frost is different. You can even develop the project 
by having your students draw frost as an art activity.  For a visual representation of the phenomenon, watch the 
following video: 
HALLUCINANT !!! formation de cristaux de glace

OUTSIDE MY WINDOW  
(Subject: Art)

In winter, often the cold wins out and students want to stay inside. However, it is a magical season when the 
landscape is incredibly beautiful. Using decoupage, collage and oil pastels, have students create a work that 
represents a winter landscape seen through a window. You can decide to supply a specific format in the form of 
a frame with shutters or window panes to accurately represent a window. You can also use the images below for 
inspiration. 
Evaluation criteria could be: 
1. The work represents a winter landscape in a window. 
2. Include two winter elements, as well as snow. 
3. The space is well used. 
4. The elements are well organized and proportional in the space.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJG4nhgS_HQ
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OUTSIDE MY WINDOW
(Subject: Social Sciences) 

This activity helps students to understand the world we live in, to avoid having preconceived ideas, and to open 
up to the world. 
Have a large group discussion about winter and the customs of various countries. Then, propose the following 
activity related to the winter theme. Reusing the idea of the window, separate a sheet of paper in four sections. 
Then, explain to the students that each section of the window represents a distinct scene to be imagined, contrary 
to the previous activity. Offer the following four ideas, in order to represent winter in different ways.

1.  I will draw a celebration that takes place in winter.
2. I will draw the clothing I wear.
3. I will do a portrait of nature.
4. I will draw an outdoor activity I like.

FUN ACTIVITY: MAKE AN ICE TOWER

In teams of 2 to 3 students, the challenge is to build a stable tower with ice cubes that stick to each other. How many ice 
cubes will be used to make the highest tower? Who will succeed in making the highest tower without it falling?  Check 
out an example of an ice tower in the following video:
La tour de glaçons 

Necessary elements to make the tower: plates, ice cubes and salt.

HOW TO BUILD THE TOWER:
1. On a plate, sprinkle an ice cube with salt and place a second ice cube on top of the first, applying a bit of 
pressure. Wait a few seconds, and voilà, the ice cube is stuck! 
2. Build the tower by adding ice cubes. Be careful! The tower must be carefully built and you must be able to pick 
it up. 

Why do the ice cubes stick to each other? 
They stick to each other because they are frozen. The salt melts the ice a bit, creating a thin layer of water. 
However, when you press the ice cubes together, the layer of water freezes again and the ice cubes stick together!

6
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https://www.familiscope.fr/activites-enfants/experiences/experience-pour-enfants-la-tour-de-glacons/
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True to your heart
EMOTIONAL THEMES 03 

DISCUSSION ACTIVITY

To begin, organize a discussion about emotions, this can be a good way to integrate the film. Ask the students to 
complete the following phrases and find concrete examples to explain the different emotions:

1.  What makes me happy : ______________________________________
2. What makes me sad : __________________________________________
3. What makes me angry : _______________________________________
4. What scares me : ______________________________________________
5. What I hate : ____________________________________________________
6. What I love : ____________________________________________________
7. What makes me proud : ______________________________________
 

For Older Levels, the discussion can be replaced by a written exercise. Ask the students to write an answer to each of 
the questions, or after screening the film, answer the questions using the emotions experienced by Franky. 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY  

Younger level

USING WORD LABELS RELATED TO INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
(Subject: English)
Still related to emotions, use a series of word labels such as: love, hate, joy, sadness, happiness, anger, pleasure, 
fear and pride.  

CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES 
In the film, Franky experiences many emotions like joy, disappointment, fear, comfort, pride and anxiety. It is 
totally normal for everyone, including your students, to experience these emotions. The following activities will 
allow the students to: 
• Become aware of their emotions.
• Express their emotions. 
• Become interested in opening up to others. 

1
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LVEO

FAER

GERAN

YJO

UOGHTFULTH

SURISRPED

ADNSESS

I AM PLAYING WITH EMOTIONS
(Subject: English)

After having practiced with the word labels 
and the film images, students must be able 
to recognize each of the emotions and the 
letters in the words associated with each 
emotion. 
Using the images, solve the anagrams 
and associate the world labels with the 
appropriate emotion. 
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Older Levels

I AM PLAYING WITH EMOTIONS, ONE STEP FURTHER 
(Subject: English)

In order to build on the activity, you can also create sentences in anagrams, as per the examples below. You can 
also have students create anagrams themselves. It will enable them to visualize the spelling of words and make 
sure that they aren’t missing any letters in their anagram! 

1.  I am angry = I ma yngra 
2. I like winter = I klie tnerwi
3. I am proud of myself = I ma urodp fo lymesf
4. I am sad = I ma das
5. I am happy = I ma pypah

THE SLED RUN
(Subjects: Theatre, Arts and/or Social Sciences)

Whether it is in everyday life or while sledding, lots of emotions come into play in the students’ daily lives. In order 
to help students become aware of their emotions, ask them which emotions they would feel during a sled race?  

Here are a couple of examples: 
1.   Fear: because it is going too fast and you can’t control the speed on the hill, or if there are ice patches. 
2. Joy: because we won the race. 
3. Happiness: because we are playing with our friends. 
4. Excitement: because we really want to win the race! 
5. Sadness: because we lost the race, we slowed down the group and they are mad at us.
6. Nervousness: because we are thinking about what can happen: we can fall, lose the race, argue with a friend 
because they didn’t go fast enough in the relay race. 

Split into two teams and create an improv match using the above situations and those suggested by the students 
as themes. Suggest 2-minute sketches per team.  

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION :
 
Here are some tips to help students manage their emotions:
- Step back and think, get some distance (relaxation technique) 
- Read a book, do a quiet activity (relaxation technique) 
- Discuss with others what makes us feel this way (social tool)
- Go play your favourite sport (physical tool)
- Think about key phrases; e.g., I am calm. I am not angry. (intellectual tool) 
- Change activities (tool related to specific interests)

4
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The puppy grows up
ENVIRONMENTAL THEMES 04 
CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES 
Racetime takes place in a charming village that features the beautiful Canadian winter landscape. Whether it be 
in the snowy streets, in the barn or in the forest, the film portrays the wonders of nature and its occupants. In 
Canada, the four seasons greatly influence the fauna and flora.  Even though we usually think of winter landscapes, 
the cold season also has an enormous impact on the rhythm of life and the habits of the animals that live in 
these landscapes. Animals adapt to the various changes in their environment and temperature fluctuations. Zac, 
Piers and Charlie are no exception; dressed warmly for winter with hats and mittens, they can still play outside.   
 
We suggest that you use the following activities to:
• Become aware of the environment.  
• Have students describe their immediate environment (people and animals).  
• Describe phenomena related to the environment. 
• Differentiate between the concepts of hibernation and wintering.

To begin, have students discuss different winter sports. This discussion activity will develop a list of word labels. 
Several questions can lead to the discussion about winter sports. Here are a few to serve as a starting point: 

• Which sports can we play or do in the winter? 
• Are there outdoor sports that you can do both in the summer and winter?  
• Why is it fun to play/do winter sports?  

Afterwards, have the students ask themselves questions about the fauna and flora around us. 
What happens to flowers, plants and animals during the winter? 

Word labels: sled, ski, skate, snowman, sledding, sleigh, mittens, hats, animals. 

Have the students think about and discuss their relationship with animals. This discussion activity will develop 
a list of word labels. Several questions can lead to the discussion about animals. Here are a few to serve as a 
starting point: 

• What types of activities can you do with your pet?   
• Is your pet your friend? A member of the family? 
• Do you take care of your pet?  

Afterwards, have the students ask themselves questions about their relationships with animals, whether theirs or not.  
What type of relationship do they have with them?   

Word labels: animals, friendship, dog, closeness, responsibility, family, protection. 

DISCUSSION ACTIVITY 

1

2
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES    

IS SNOW CLEAN? 
(Subjects: English and Science)  

Proceed as you would with a science experiment by having students fill out a form with their hypothesis about 
the cleanliness of snow. With some luck, Mother Nature will gift you with a beautiful white snowfall. 
Ask the students if they think snow is clean and ask them questions about their hypothesis.

Suggested materials: snow, paper coffee filter, 2 glasses and a magnifying glass. 

USING THESE MATERIALS: 
1.  Fill a glass with snow and wait until it melts.
2. When the snow has melted, filter the water using the coffee filter and let the filter dry.
3. Examine the water and the coffee filter with the magnifying glass.

Afterwards, have the students complete another sheet with the results of the experiment. Students can then 
validate if their initial hypothesis was correct or not, and then write their answers. For example, students can 
mention if there was dirt in the coffee filter, or any residue in the water after it was filtered. 

ACTIVITY IN THE VILLAGE THIS WINTER
(Subject: English)

Using the image in Annex 1 (page 21) and the table below, transform your students into “Daniel Blanshire from 
Victoriaville,” the junior journalist who writes the village paper.   

Evaluation criteria:
1. Choice of three ideas: Consider the proposed theme, number of sentences required (3 to 4 and describe 
3 images), varied and detailed sentences. 
2. Syntax: Sentence word order, all words necessary to form a sentence are there. 
3. Spelling: Consider correct spelling of words (table), capitalization for proper nouns.
4. Punctuation: Capitals and periods.

3

4

Older Levels
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HIBERNATE OR WINTER?
(Subject: Social Sciences)

To help you distinguish the difference between the two concepts, here is a definition for each term: 
TO HIBERNATE MEANS “SPENDING THE WHOLE WINTER SLEEPING IN A PLACE PROTECTED FROM THE 
COLD” WHEREAS TO WINTER MEANS “ADAPTING TO WINTER CONDITIONS VIA PHYSICAL CHANGES OR 
MODIFICATIONS IN HABITS.” 
More specifically, when an animal hibernates, its body temperature and heart rate drops considerably. It falls into 
a relatively deep sleep that allows it to survive the winter. However, wintering is a phenomenon that helps animals 
adapt to the cold season thanks to specific physical changes and modifications to their summer habits. Changes 
that can be observed are mainly in the animals’ coats, which can change colour to blend into the landscape, or 
that it thickens so that the animals can stay warm. When it comes to habits, certain animals have to change what 
they eat. The abundance of berries and leaves in the summer gives way to tree sap and bark in the winter. Other 
animals migrate to places more suited to their needs. 

With this explanation of these two concepts, in a large group or individually, have students think about different 
living things and have them class them into two groups: those that hibernate and those that winter. 

FUN ACTIVITY: DECORATE OUTSIDE WITH ICE

Outdoors in the winter, icicles on houses look like glowing crystals and magic wands. If you can’t grow 
icicles, you can make your own ice cube garland. These garlands can be strung on trees in the 
schoolyard or even outside the windows! Watch the video: Une guirlande de glaçons colorés

Material required: ice cube tray, food colouring and/or glitter, string and water. 

USING THESE MATERIALS: 

1.  Cut your string to the desired length.
2. Place the string over the ice cube tray, making sure that it is pushed to the bottom of each space.
3. Add food colouring and /or glitter and fill with water.
4. Leave outside to freeze, or place in a freezer.

The next day, pop out the cubes gently. The string is stuck in the ice cubes and voilà, you have a decorative garland. 

5
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        WINTERS:
• Snowshoe rabbits (coat changes colour)
• White-tailed deer, deer (they use coniferous 

forests as protection from the wind) 
• Canada Geese (migrate south) 
• Racoons (find suitable shelter) 
• Human beings (adapt clothing for cold weather)
• Squirrels (store up food for the winter and its fur 

thickens) 
• Dogs (their fur thickens) 

HIBERNATES:
• Groundhogs
• Skunks
• Frogs
• Bears (semi-hibernates, because does not sleep 

deeply, its abilities are not affected) 
• Grass snakes
• Turtles 

http://www.blog-parents.fr/maman-nougatine/2017/01/07/une-guirlande-de-glacons-colores/
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Games05 
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LABYRINTH
Which character will reach the puppy?
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COLOURING PAGE
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COLOURING PAGE
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CONCLUSION
Thank you for taking the time to consult this Guide and undertaking the suggested activities with your students. 
We hope that you have had as much pleasure doing them as we have had creating them. 
 
The Racetime team is very interested in seeing, reading and examining your projects. Teachers, don’t forget to 
send us pictures of your projects at racetime@entonegroup.com.
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ANNEX 2  PHOTO GALLERY




